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Abstract 
 

       A submodule N of a right R-module M is said to be strongly large in case for any    ,     

with      , there exists an     such that      and      . In this paper, we introduce strongly 

 -extending modules which are particular  -extending modules, and investigate their properties and 

characterizations. An R-module M is called strongly  -extending if for each submodule X of M there 

exists a direct summand D of M such that     is strongly large in both X and D. Some sufficient 

conditions for a direct sum of strongly  -extending modules to be strongly  -extending are obtained. 

Examples to illustrate this concept are given.  
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1  Introduction 

 

Throughout all rings are associative with identity, 

unless indicated otherwise, and all modules are 

unital right R-modules, R denotes such a ring.   

A submodule N of a right R-module M  is a large 

submodule (briefly     ) if,       for 

each nonzero submodule K of M [8]. And, a 

submodule N of M is said to be strongly large 

(briefly      ) in case for any     ,     

with      , there exists an     such that 

     and       [16]. Notice that every 

strongly large submodule of   a module is always 

large submodule but not conversely. In [2], 

Akalan, Birkenmeier and Tercan, consider the 

following relations on the set of submodules of  

a module M: (i)     if and only if there exists 

    such that      and     ; (ii)      

if and only if        and       . Note 

that   is an equivalence relation. Moreover, an R-

module M is called extending (also called CS) if, 

for each      there exists  a direct summand 

D of M such that     [5]. Also, a module M is 

said to be Goldie extending (briefly   -extending) 

if, for each      there exists a direct summand 

D of M such that     [2]. It is clear that every 

extending module is  -extending. Following [15], 

a module M is called strongly extending if every 

submodule X of M, there exists a decomposition 

      such that  X is a strongly large in K. 
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In this paper, our aim is to introduce and study 

strongly  -extending modules by using concept of 

strongly largeness. In section 2, we introduce the 

relations   and   on the set of submodules of a 

module, as following: (i)     if and only if 

there exists     such that       and 

     ; (ii)      if and only if         and 

       .Since every strongly large is always 

large, then clear that the relations    and    

imply relations   ,   respectively. Notice   is an 

equivalence relation. We give some elementary 

properties of these relations. For a module M, we 

prove that M is strongly extending if and only if 

for each      there exists a direct summand D 

of M such that    . In section 3, we introduce 

the concept of strongly  -extending modules, 

and give some properties of such modules. An 

R-module M is called strongly  -extending if for 

each     there exists a direct summand D of 

M such that     . Various characterizations of 

such modules are given. Also, we define another 

concept of modules called strongly   -extending, 

where an R-module M is said to be strongly   

  -extending if every direct summand of M is 

strongly  -extending. It is shown that a strongly 

 -extending module satisfying      is strongly 

  -extending. Some relations between strongly 

 -extending modules and other concept of modules 

are obtained. In section 4, we discuss various 

sufficient conditions on a module under which 

the direct sum of strongly  -extending modules 

is strongly  -extending. We prove that, if    

and    are strongly  -extending modules with 

        is a duo SL-direct sum module, then 

M is strongly  -extending, where for a module 

M,    } and    } be collections of submodules 

of M. Then M is called a SL-direct sum module 

if for each  ,          implies           .   

2  Basic Properties Of  Relations     And     

 

In this section we define the relations   and    

on the set of submodules of a module. Many of 

properties of such relations are given. We give 

some characterizations of these relations.  

 

     Now, we presented the following definition.   

 

Definition 2.1. For a module M, considered the 

following relations on the set of submodules of 

M :  

        if and only if there exists     such 

that         and       ;   

          if and only if         and    

     .  

 

A submodule N of a module M is called SL-closed 

if, N has no proper strongly large extensions in 

M [16]. Ungor; Halicioglu; Kamal and Harmanci 

in [16], introduce Theorem 4.8, '' if M is a module 

and    . Then there exists     such that 

N is a strongly large submodule in H and H is    

a SL-closed in M ''. In this case, a submodule H 

is called SL-closure of N and it is not necessarily 

unique. However, Ghawi; T.Y in [7], presented 

the following, an R-module M is called a SL-UC 

module if every submodule of M has a unique 

SL-closure.  

 

Remarks 2.2. 
 

    It is clear that   is reflexive and symmetric, 

but may not be transitive. 
  

     The relation   is an equivalence relation.  
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Proof. It is clear that   is reflexive and symmetric. 

Now, to prove that   is transitive. Let X , Y and L     

be submodules of M such that     and    .   

Let     and     such that     . Since 

       , so there exists      such that 

       ;       . Since         and 

     , there exists      such that       

    and         . Put       ,  this means 

there exists     such that        and 

     . Thus        . By a similar way, 

       . Hence       and    is transitive.      
 

      If  X  and Y are submodules of M such that 

    , then     .  

Proof. Let       and    , then there exists 

a submodule A of M such that       and 

     , thus by [16, Lemma 2.9]        . 

So         and        ; that is    .    
 

     For a module M and    .     if and 

only if      . Also,       if and only if     .  
 

    Let M be a module such that       and 

     ,then                 where           

and    are submodules of M.  

Proof. Since       and      ,so            

and           , also            and     

       . Then by [16, Lemma 2.9],        

        is strongly large in both       and 

     , and hence                .      
         

     Let M be a module such that       are 

submodules of M, for all                 . If  

       then  ⋂           ⋂         for all      .  

Proof. It is straightforward.        

 

     In the next, we give a condition under which 

  is transitive. 

Proposition 2.3. Let M be an R-module. Then   

is transitive if and only if M is a SL-UC module.   

Proof. Assume that   is transitive. Let     

and let       be two SL-closed submodules of 

M such that        and       . Since 

        and        , so we have       and 

    , thus       , so there exists     such 

that        and       . But    and     are 

both SL-closed, hence        .  

    Conversely, let M  be a SL-UC module and let 

    and L be submodules of M such that     

and    . Then there exists submdules A and B 

of M such that      ,      ,       and 

     . Assume      ,       and      , 

where    and P are SL-closed in M. By [16, 

Lemma 2.9],         and        . 

Hence,            ,            , 

            and            . But 

M is a SL-UC module, then       this is 

implies       and      . Therefore     

and hence    is transitive.          

 

Proposition 2.4. A module M is SL-UC if and 

only if      .  

Proof. Assume that M is a SL-UC module. By 

Remarks 2.2(iii), the relation   implies  . Now, 

let X and Y be submodules of M such that    , 

then         and        . Let     and  

   be two SL-closed submodules of M such that 

       and       , then           and  

        , but M is SL-UC,      . Thus 

    and hence    . 

     Conversely, since   is transitive and    , 

then   is transitive, so by previous Proposition, 

M  is a SL-UC module.      
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     The next result presented in [16]. 
  

Proposition 2.5. Let M , N  be R-modules and 

      be an R-monomorphism. Then 

    If        in M, then              in    .  

     If       , then            .   

 

    Now, we introduce the following Proposition. 
 

Proposition 2.6. Let M , N  be an R-modules and 

      be an R-monomorphism. Then 

    If     , then              where      .   

    ( If    ,then                 where      .   

Proof. It follows by Proposition 2.5.       

 

     The condition of monomorphism of Proposition 

2.6 (i) is necessarily, as the following example 

shows. 
   

Example 2.7. Consider the natural epimorphism 

                ⁄ . Let       ̅   and 

      ̅  , then         ̅   is a strongly 

large submodule in both A and B, so    . But 

               ⁄    is not related to 

     by   . Note that    is not monomorphism.   

 

     Let M be an R-module. We define       

                 ,where       means the 

annihilator set of  m in R . If R is a commutative 

ring, then       is a submodule of M called a 

strongly singular submodule. An R-module M is 

called strongly singular if        , and M is 

called non-strongly singular if          [16].  

 

     We shall present the following Proposition. 

Before, we need the following Lemma. 

  

Lemma 2.8. Let R be a commutative ring and let 

A, B and C be R-modules. If there exists a short 

exact sequence    
 
  

 
     such that 

       , then C is a strongly singular module. 

In particular, if       then   ⁄  is strongly 

singular.  

Proof. Assume that a short exact sequence 

   
 
  

 
    . For    , we can given         

a homomorphism       defined by      

   for all    . Since h is R-homomorphism 

and        , then by Proposition 2.5(ii), 

               . Put                , 

thus            , hence (    )    and 

so            . Thus            .      

 

Proposition 2.9. Let R be a commutative ring 

and M be an R-module. If A , B are submodules 

of M such that     ,     ⁄  and     ⁄  are 

strongly singulars.  

Proof. Since    , then         and       

    , then by previous Lemma,     ⁄  and 

    ⁄  are strongly singulars, this implies 

    ⁄  and     ⁄  are strongly singulars, by 

2nd  isomorphisms theorem.     

 

     Let M be an R-module. M is said to satisfy 

condition (*) in case if, for each         

and        , if           for some         

and            , then      for      [16].  

 

     The following Proposition is appeared in [16, 

Prop. 3.8]. 
 

Proposition 2.10. Let M be an R-module satisfy 

the condition (*).Then   ⁄  is a strongly singular 

R-module, for all strongly large submodule K of M.  
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Remark 2.11. If M is an R-module satisfy the 

condition (*) and    , then it is easy to see 

that N  also satisfies condition (*).  

 

Proposition 2.12. Let M be an R-module satisfies 

condition (*), A and B are submodules of M. If 

   , then     ⁄  and     ⁄  are strongly 

singulars.  

Proof. Assume that    , then         and 

       . Since M satisfy the condition (*), 

so by above Remark both of A and B is so. Thus 

by Proposition 1.10,     ⁄  and     ⁄  are 

strongly singulars, and so by 2nd  isomorphisms 

theorem,     ⁄  and     ⁄  are strongly 

singulars.      

 

      Using an argument similar to that used in    

the proof of Remarks 2.2(v), Propositions (2.6), 

(2.9) and (2.12), one can get the following three 

Propositions for the relation  .   

 

Proposition 2.13. Let M and N be R-modules. 

Then 

     If       and      , then             

    where          and    are submodules of M.  

     If       is an R-monomorphism and 

    , then             ,also     implies that 

               , where       and      .   

 

Proposition 2.14. Let R be a commutative ring 

and M be an R-module. If A , B are submodules 

of M such that     , then    ⁄   and    ⁄  are 

strongly singulars, for some submodule C of M.  

 

Proposition 2.15. Let M be an R-module satisfy 

the condition (*), A and B are submodules of M. 

If     , then    ⁄   and    ⁄  are strongly singulars, 

for some submodule C of M.  

 

Remark 2.16. Let M be an R-module and let 

         and    are submodules of M. If       

and      , so it is not necessarily            

       , for example, consider the Z-module 

     , let           ̅  ,        ̅   and 

       ̅  . It is easy to see that       and 

     . But            ̅   is not related to 

           by  , since             

        ̅   is not strongly large in       

    . In fact,     ̅    is not large in       .   

 

     Recall that an R-module M is called strongly 

extending if every submodule is strongly large in 

a direct summand of M. ( Equivalently, a module 

M is strongly extending if and only if every SL-

closed submodule of M is a direct summand) [15].  

 

     In fact, every direct summand is a SL-closed 

submodule but not conversely. It is Clear that, 

every strongly extending module is extending.  

 

     Now, the next result gives characterization for 

strongly extending modules. 
 

Proposition 2.17. Let M be an R-module. Then 

M is a strongly extending module if and only if 

for each submodule X of M, there exists a direct 

summand D of M such that     .  

Proof. Suppose that M is a strongly extending  

R-module. Let    , then there exists a direct 

summand   of M such that      , but        

this implies    . 

     Conversely, assume    , so by assumption, 

there exists a direct summand K of M such that 

    this imply, there exists a submodule D of M 
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such that       and       . We claim that 

D is a direct summand of M. Since K is a direct 

summand, then       for some submodule 

L of M. But          , hence     

 . Now, let          , then     and 

   . Since       implies     , so there 

exists     such that         , but     , 

hence            which is a contradiction. 

Thus      , and so      , this mean D 

is a direct summand of M such that       .        

 

3 Characterizations And Properties Of Strongly 

 -extending Modules  

             

In this section, we introduce and investigate notion 

of strongly  -extending modules and give some 

basic properties. Several of characterizations about 

this concept are presented. Also, we give relations 

between such modules and other classes of 

modules.    

 

     Now, we present the following definition. 
 

Definition 3.1. An R-module M is called strongly 

Goldie extending (briefly strongly   -extending) 

if for each    , there exists a direct summand 

D of M such that    . 

 

Remarks and Examples 3.2. 
 

    Every strongly extending module is strongly  

 -extending, but not conversely, as the following 

example shows: let M denote Z-module      

where p is a prime, so M is strongly  -extending. 

But it is not extending, see [2, Example 3.20] 

hence M  is not strongly extending.   
  

     Since, every strongly large submodule is large, 

then every strongly  -extending module is  -

extending, and hence from (i), every strongly 

extending module is  -extending. But the converse 

is not true in general, for example: the Z-module 

      is  -extending, since it is extending, but 

it is not strongly extending, see [15, Example 3.7].  
 

     A nonzero R-module module M is said to be 

SL-uniform if, every nonzero submodule of M  

is strongly large [7]. Clearly, every SL-uniform 

module is a uniform module.  

 

      Every SL-uniform module is strongly  -

extending, since, for a SL-uniform module M, if 

   , X  is strongly large, and hence    , by 

Remarks 2.2(iv). But the converse need not be 

true in general, for example: it is clear that     as 

Z-module is strongly  -extending, but it is not   

SL-uniform. In fact, every proper submodule of 

   is not large, and so it is not strongly large. 

 

     It is clear that every semisimple module is 

strongly  -extending. In fact, every semisimple 

module is strongly extending. But the converse 

is not true in general, as example: the Z-module  

    is strongly extending, see [15, Example 

3.10], so it is strongly  -extending, but it is not 

semisimple.  

 

     Every integral domain is strongly  -extending.  

Proof. Let R be an integral domain and I be        

a nonzero ideal of R. We claim that I  is strongly 

large. Let     and     such that      . 

For any    ,     . Also,       (since, if 

      and      with R has no zero divisors, 

then     which is a contradiction). So       , 

this implies R is SL-uniform, and hence by (iii), 

the result is obtained.     
 

In particular,     is strongly  -extending. 
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    The next two Propositions gives condition under 

which the concepts of strongly extending and 

strongly   -extending modules are coincide.   
 

Proposition 3.3. Let M be a SL-UC module. 

Then M is strongly extending if and only if M  is 

strongly  -extending.  

Proof. Follows by Propositions (2.4) and (2.17).     

 

Proposition 3.4. Let R be a commutative ring and 

M be a non-strongly singular R-module. Then M  

is strongly extending if and only if M is strongly 

 -extending.  

Proof.    Clear. 

   Assume that M is a strongly  -extending R-

module. Let    , so there exists a submodule 

A of M such that     and       for some 

submodule B of M. By Proposition 2.9,     ⁄   

is strongly singular. On the other hand, M is a 

non-strongly singular module, so is   ⁄   , 

but       ⁄    ⁄   then       ⁄  is non-

strongly singular, this implies that      , 

thus     . Hence          . Therefore 

M is strongly extending.      

 

Proposition 3.5. Let M be an indecomposable  

R-module. Then M is strongly  -extending if and 

only if M is SL-uniform.   

Proof. Assume that M is a strongly  -extending 

R-module. Let X be a nonzero submodule of M, 

so there exists a direct summand D of M such 

that    , that is;         and        . 

Since M is an indecomposable R-module, either 

    or    . If     , then          which 

is a contradiction. Thus    , and so      . 

Therefore M  is SL-uniform.  

  Conversely, follows by Rem.and.Ex. 3.2 (iii).     

     B.Ungor and S.Halicioglu, in [15, Examples 

3.3(1)], show that a module in which every 

nonzero submodule is strongly large is strongly 

extending (this means; every SL-uniform module 

is strongly extending).  

 

     However, we have the following Corollary. 
 

Corollary 3.6. Let M be an indecomposable     

R-module. Then the following statements are 

equivalent.  

     M  is a strongly extending R-module.  

     M  is a strongly  -extending R-module.   

      M  is a SL-uniform R-module.   

 

     The following two results are appeared in [16, 

Lemma 2.22; Prop. (5.1) and (5.7)].  
 

Lemma 3.7. Let M be an R-module with the 

condition (*). Then N  is a large submodule of M 

if and only if N is a strongly large in M.  

 

     Let M be a module over integral domain R. 

Then the set                 for some 

         is called a torsion submodule of M. 

If        , then M is called torsion, and it is 

called torsion free whenever        [12].  

 

Proposition 3.8. Let M be a prime (or torsion 

free) R-module. Then every large submodule of 

M is strongly large.  

 

     However, by pervious two results, we can get 

the following two Propositions directly.  

 

Proposition 3.9. Let M be an R-module with the 

condition (*). Then M is  -extending if and only 

if M  is strongly  -extending.   
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Proposition 3.10. Let M be a prime (or torsion 

free) R-module. Then M is  -extending if and only 

if M  is strongly  -extending.   
 

     Now, we consider the following condition     

for some submodule N of  a module M : 

- For all     ,     is a direct summand of      

    N…      
 

Proposition 3.11. Let M be a strongly  -

extending R-module and    . If N satisfies 

the condition    , then N is strongly  -extending.  

Proof. Let X  be a submodule of N. Since M is   

a strongly  -extending module, so there exists    

a direct summand D of M such that    . By 

condition    ,     is a direct summand of N.  

On the other hand,         and        , 

then by [16, Lemma 2.9],             

     and              . This mean 

that        , and hence N is a strongly  -

extending R-module.        
 

     Recall that an R-module M is said to have   

the direct summand intersection property (briefly 

SIP) if, the intersection of any two direct summ-

ands of M  is a direct summand [17].   
 

Corollary 3.12. Let M be a module has the SIP. 

If M is strongly  -extending, then every direct 

summand of M  is strongly  -extending.  

Proof. It is obvious.          
 

     Let M be a module and    . A complement 

for A in M is any submodule B of M which is 

maximal with respect to the property       

[8]. Following [16], let N and L be submodules of  

a module M with      . Then L is called an 

SL-complement of N in M if, L is an SL-closed 

submodule of M and        . From the fact 

that every direct summand is SL-closed, hence 

every direct summand is SL-complement.  
 

     The following result is appeared in [16, Prop. 

4.19]. 
  

Proposition 3.13. Let M be an R-module and 

     . If L is an SL-complement of N in M, 

then L is a complement of N  in M.    

 

Proposition 3.14. Let M be an R-module, consider 

the following statements. 

     M  is a strongly  -extending R-module ;   

     For each    , there exists     and     

a direct summand D of M such that       and 

     , where        for some       ; 

      For each    , there exists an SL-

complement L of Y and an SL-complement K       

of L such that     and each homomorphism 

        extends to a homomorphism  ̅ 

from M  to M.   

Then          and          . If       

        , then     through       are equivalent. 
 

Proof.          Let    , then by (i), there 

exists a direct summand D of M such that     , 

that is;         and        . Put 

     , hence     such that       and 

     .  

           Assume that    , then by (iii), 

there exists an SL-complement L of X and an 

SL-complement K of L such that    , so by 

Proposition 3.13, K is a complement of L and L 

is a complement of X, hence by [13, Lemma 2], 

K is a direct summand of M. Therefore M is 

strongly  -extending.  
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           Let    , then by (ii), there exists    

a direct summand D of M such that          

and        ,        for some     . 

It is clear that D is an SL-complement of    in 

M. Now, since    is a direct summand of M, 

then    is SL-closed in M. On the other hand, 

        and               , then by 

[7, Lemma 2.1.33],              , thus 

        . Let           , then     

but        , that is;       , so there 

exists     such that           , then 

            which is a contradiction, thus 

      . Therefore    is an SL-complement 

of Y. By taking,     and     , we get the 

result.       

 

     Following [14], a module M is said to be satisfy 

the    -condition if, every submodule of M has  

a complement which is a direct summand of M.   
 

Proposition 3.15. Let M be an R-module, consider 

the following conditions. 

     M  is a strongly extending R-module ;  

     M  is a strongly  -extending R-module ; 

      For each    , then there exists an SL-

complement D of X such that     , and hence 

M  has      ; 

     For each semisimple submodule X of M, 

     (direct summand) in M.  

Then                and          .       

Proof. (i) implies (ii), clear. Assume that (ii), let 

   . Since M is strongly  -extending, then 

there exists submodules    and D of M such that 

       and     . It is clear that D is an 

SL-complement of X and D is a direct summand 

of M. Since SL-complement is complement, hence 

M  has     , so (iii) hold.  

         Suppose X is a semisimple submodule 

of M. By (ii), there exists a direct summand D of 

M such that    , that is;        ,   

     , so        but X is semisimple, 

then      , and hence      .     

 

Proposition 3.16. Let M  be an R-module such 

that             for each    . Then M is 

strongly  -extending if and only if for every 

semisimple submodule is strongly large in a direct 

summand.  

Proof. Assume that a condition holds. Let    , 

then        is a semisimple submodule of M, 

then there exists a direct summand D of M such 

that           . By hypothesis,           ,  

thus            which is a submodule in 

both X and D, so         and        , 

that is;     and hence M is strongly  -extending. 

The converse, follows from Proposition 3.15.      

 

     A submodule N of a module M is called fully 

invariant if,        for all endmorphisms   

of M [18]. An R-module M is called duo if, every 

submodule of M is a fully invariant submodule 

[11]. A submodule N of a module M is said to be 

distributive if, for each submodules     of M, 

                   . An R-module 

M is called distributive if, all it is submodules 

are distributive [6].   

 

Proposition 3.17. Let M be an R-module and  

    is fully invariant. If M is a strongly  -

extending module then N  is strongly  -extending.  

Proof. Let      . Since M  is strongly  -

extending, then there exists submodules  ,    of 

M  such that     and       . Consider the 
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projection maps       ,        .For any  

   ,        where     ,     , and so 

       ,        . Since N is fully invariant 

and              , hence            

                , that is;         

 ,  where         is an inclusion map. By a 

similar way, we have          . Therefore 

                         , and 

hence               . Since    , then  

by some steps of proof of Proposition 3.11, 

        and     is a direct summand of 

N. Thus N is strongly  -extending.          
 

Proposition 3.18. Let M be an R-module and  

    is distributive. If M is strongly  -extending 

then N  is strongly  -extending. 

Proof. It is easy to check.      
  

    However, the next result follows directly from 

Propositions (3.17) and (3.18).  
 

Corollary 3.19. Let M be a duo (or distributive) 

R-module. If M is a strongly  -extending module 

then every submodule of M  is so.   
 

Recall that an R-module M is called multiplication 

if, for every submodule N of M there exists an 

ideal   of R such that      [4].  

 

It is clear that every multiplication modules is duo. 

Hence we have: 

Corollary 3.20. Let M be a multiplication module. 

If M is strongly  -extending then every submodule 

of M  is so. 

 

Proposition 3.21. Let R be a commutative ring 

and M be a strongly  -extending R-module with 

   . If   ⁄  is non-strongly singular, then N 

is a direct summand of M.  

Proof. Since M is a strongly  -extending module 

and    , so there exists a direct summand D 

of M such that    , then by Proposition 2.9, 

    ⁄  is strongly singular. Since   ⁄  is non- 

strongly singular and     ⁄    ⁄ ,so clear 

that     ⁄  is a non-strongly singular module. 

But     ⁄      ⁄  by (2nd isomorphism 

theorem), thus     ⁄  is strongly singular and 

non-strongly singular, this implies that     ⁄  

is the zero submodule, and hence      . 

Since D is a direct summand of M, then D is  

SL-closed, but           then    . 

Thus N  is a direct summand of M.       

 

     By Proposition 2.12, we can get the following 

result. 
 

Proposition 3.22. Let M be a strongly  -

extending R-module satisfy the condition (*), 

and    . If   ⁄  is non-strongly singular, 

then N  is a direct summand of M.  

Proof. Analogous proof of previous Proposition.    

    

     Recall that an R-module M is said to have the 

SL-closed intersection property (briefly SLCIP) 

if, the intersection of any two SL-closed subm-

odules of M  is again SL-closed [7].  

 

    The following Proposition illustrate a connection 

between strongly  -extending, SL-UC and SLCIP 

(SIP) modules.  

 

Proposition 3.23. Let M be a strongly  -extending 

R-module. Then M is a SL-UC module if and 

only if M  has the SLCIP ( also SIP).  

Proof. Assume that M is a SL-UC module. Since 

M is a strongly  -extending module, then by 

Proposition 3.3, M is strongly extending. Let K 
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and L be direct summands of M, so by [15, Th. 

3.25] K and L are strongly extending. Since 

     , there exists a direct summand C of 

K such that         . Similarly,          

for some direct summand D of L. Thus C and    

D denote the SL-closures of    , but M is a    

SL-UC module, so    . It follows that   

     , and hence        . But C, D 

are direct summands of M, then     is a direct 

summand of M and M  has the SIP. Since M  is  

a strongly extending module, so M  has the SLCIP, 

by [7, Prop. 2.1.42]. The converse, follows by 

[7, Th. 2.1.12].        

 

     Now, we consider the following definition. 
 

Definition 3.24. A module M is called strongly 

  -extending provided that every direct summand 

of M  is strongly  -extending.  

 

Proposition 3.25. Every strongly extending 

module is strongly   -extending. 

Proof. Suppose that M is a strongly extending 

module, and let N be a direct summand of M.  

By [15, Th. 3.25] N is also strongly extending, 

and hence N is strongly  -extending, by Rem. and 

Ex. 3.2(i). Thus M is  strongly   -extending.      

   

     The converse need not be true in general, see 

Rem.and.Ex. 3.2(i). In fact, the direct summands 

of      as Z-module are only trivial summands 

which are strongly  -extending. 

   

Remarks 3.26. 

     Let M be an R-module has the SIP. Then    

M is strongly  -extending if and only if M is 

strongly   -extending. 

Proof. It follows by Corollary 3.12.       

      Let M be a duo (or distributive) R-module. 

Then M is strongly  -extending if and only if M  

is strongly   -extending.  

Proof. It follows by Corollary 3.19.      
 

      Let M be a multiplication R-module. Then 

M is strongly  -extending if and only if M is 

strongly   -extending.    

Proof. It follows by Corollary 3.20.        
 

     Let M be a free module over a PID. Then M 

is a strongly  -extending module if and only if 

M is a strongly   -extending module.    

Proof. By [3, Cor. 1.1.6] M  has the SIP. Hence, 

the result is obtained from (i).      
 

    Let R be a commutative ring. Then R is 

strongly  -extending if and only if R is strongly 

  -extending.    

Proof. Since R is a commutative ring, then R has 

the SIP. Thus, the result is obtained by (i).      

 

  Recall the following conditions for a module M:  
 

     If a submodule A of M  is isomorphic to a 

summand of M, then A is a summand of M ; 

     If     and     are two direct summands of 

M such that        , then       is a 

summand of M.   

 

      Now, we shall give another condition under 

which the concepts of strongly  -extending and 

strongly   -extending are coincide.   
 

Theorem 3.27. Let M be a module satisfying   . 

Then M is strongly  -extending if and only if M  

is strongly   -extending.   
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Proof. Assume that M is a strongly  -extending  

R-module. Let N  be a direct summand of M,  so 

      for some submodule K of M. Consider 

a projection map      . Let     in M, 

then there exists a direct summand Y of M such 

that    , that is;         and        . 

To prove that      . Assume that       

   , so     and       but        , 

there exists     such that           , 

then        but     , hence        

    which is a contradiction. So      , 

but M satisfy   , then     is a direct summand 

of M. Now, we claim that           . Let 

          where     and    . Put 

        where      and     . Then 

                  , and hence 

           .Conversely, let         , 

         where     and    . Put     

     where    ,     . So        

     . Therefore,            . Thus 

     is a direct summand of M, but        , 

so      is a direct summand of N. Next to prove 

that          . For any       ,        for 

some    , and let      such that      . 

Hence              , thus      but 

       , then there exists     such that 

       and      , so      and     . 

Then                    . Since      

   , then         . Hence          

               .Thus              . 

It is clear                , to see this; 

let                      , where 

    ,     and    . Thus          

     , and so    , then            . 

So                , and hence      

  (      )         . Thus        

           =           , therefore 

           . Thus N is strongly  -extending, 

and hence M is a strongly   -extending module. 

The converse is clear.      
 

Corollary 3.28. Let M be a module satisfying 

  . Then M is strongly  -extending if and only if 

M  is strongly   - extending.   

Proof. Since    implies   , hence the result is 

obtained.           
 

   Now, we will investigate the behavior of strongly 

 -extending modules. We need the next Lemma. 

   

Lemma 3.29. Let M be an R-module satisfies 

condition (*) and      . If              in 

     as     -module, then       in   as  -

module, where S  is a multiplicative closed subset 

of R.   

Proof. Let      and     such that     . For 

   ,   ⁄        and   ⁄       such that 

   ⁄     ⁄     (because, if    ⁄     ⁄    , so 

there exists         such that    =0; that is 

        , but         and M satisfies condition 

(*) this implies     which is a contradiction). 

Since             , then there exists     ⁄  

     such that    ⁄       ⁄        and 

   ⁄       ⁄     ⁄    , this implies       and 

       for some      (because if       , 

        
    ⁄ , so    ⁄       ⁄     ⁄     which  

is  a contradiction.)  Thus the result is obtained.     
 

Proposition 3.30. Let M be an R-module satisfies 

condition (*) and S be a multiplicative closed 

subset of R. Then M is a strongly  -extending as 

R-module if and only if      is a strongly  -

extending as     -module,  provided       

      iff     .     

Proof. Suppose that M is a strongly  -extending 

R-module. Let           , so    , then 
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there exists a submodule B of M such that       

(i.e.         and        ),        

for some    . It is clear that             . 

Since a module M satisfies the condition (*),       

then                                  

and                              , 

by [7, Lemma 2.1.47], that is;              . 

Therefore      is  a strongly  -extending     -

module.  

   Conversely, assume    , so          , 

there exists a submodule      of      such 

that              , and               

     for some          . But            

                  , then by assumption 

     , that is; Y is a direct summand of M.  

Since                      and        

             , then                 and 

               , so by previous Lemma, 

        and        , that is;    . Thus 

M  is a strongly  -extending as R-module.       

   

Corollary 3.31. Let M be an R-module satisfies 

condition (*). Then M is a strongly  -extending 

R-module if and only if    is a strongly  -

extending   -module, for all maximal ideals P 

of R. 

 

     The following Proposition is appeared in [16, 

Prop. 2.25]. 

Proposition 3.32. Let M be an R-module with 

the condition (*),     and I  be a right ideal 

of R. Then  

    If I  is a strongly large in R, then    is a 

strongly large in   . 

     If          and    is a strongly large in 

  , then I  is a strongly large in R.  

     Next, we will consider multiplication modules 

with the strongly  -extending. 
 

Proposition 3.33. Let M be a faithful finitely 

generated multiplication R-module satisfies (*). 

Then M is strongly  -extending if and only if R 

is strongly  -extending.  

Proof. Suppose that M is a strongly  -extending 

R-module. Let A be an ideal of R, so    is         

a submodule of M, then there exists a direct 

summand      such that       , for some 

ideal B of R, and        where      

  for some ideal C of R. Then        

       , but M is faithful multiplication, 

implies      , that is;     . On the other 

hand,          ,              and  

           , so by previous Proposition (ii), 

        and        , this mean    . 

Thus R is strongly   -extending. 

     Conversely, assume that     . Since M is 

multiplication, so      for some ideal I of R. 

But R is strongly  -extending, so there exists an 

ideal J of R such that    , and       for some 

ideal P of R. Thus         and        , 

but M satisfies the condition (*), so by previous 

Proposition(i),          and         

  . Since      this implies      . Hence 

M  is strongly  -extending.       
 

    However, we shall gave the following Corollary. 

But, the next Lemma we needed which appeared in 

[16, Prop. 2.21]. 

 

Lemma 3.34. Every torsion free module satisfies 

condition (*).   
 

By comparing the above Lemma and Proposition 

3.33, we have the following Corollary. 
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Corollary 3.35. Let M be a torsion free finitely 

generated multiplication R-module. Then M is 

strongly  -extending if and only if R is strongly 

 -extending. 

 

   Recall that an R-module M is called a scalar 

module if, for each         , there exists an 

    such that         for all     [10].  

 

     Now, we finish this section by the following 

Proposition. 
  

Proposition 3.36. Let M be a faithful scalar R-

module. Then R is strongly  -extending if and 

only if           is strongly  -extending.  

Proof. Since M is a scalar R-module, so by [10, 

Lemma 6.2]                ⁄ . But M  

is faithful, so           . Thus the result 

is obtained.        

 

4 Direct Sums Of Strongly  -extending Modules  

             

In this section, we investigate some various con-

ditions for a direct sum of strongly  -extending 

modules to be strongly  -extending.  

 

     We begin with the following example. 
 

Example 4.1. It is well known that Z is an integral 

domain, so clear that the polynomial ring of Z is 

also an integral domain (i.e.      is an integral 

domain), then by Rem.and.Ex. 3.2(v),      is 

strongly  -extending. But           is not 

strongly  -extending. In fact,           is not 

 -extending, see [2]. This example show that the 

class of strongly  -extending modules is not 

closed under direct sums.       

  

     Following K.R. Goodearl in [8], if      is an 

independent family of submodules of M and 

       for each  , then      is an independent 

family of submodules and         . But 

''strongly large'' version of this statement is an 

open question.  

 

     However, we introduce the following definition. 

 

Definition 4.2. Let      and      be collections 

of submodules of a module M. The module M   

is called  SL-direct sum if for each  ,           

implies            .  

 

Lemma 4.3. Let             be a family of 

SL-direct sum modules. If         of     for all 

   , then             .  

Proof. Assume that         of a module   , for 

each    . Then               and     

           for each    . But     is SL-direct 

sum, then                 and      

          , thus                   

and                  . Thus         

      .          

 

Proposition 4.4. Let    and    be R-modules 

such that         be a duo SL-direct sum 

R-module. Then   ,    are strongly  -extending 

if and only if   is strongly  -extending. 

Proof. Suppose   ,    are strongly  -extending 

R-modules, and     . Since         is 

a duo module,                . On the 

other hand, for (     ),         and    is 

strongly  -extending, so there exists a direct 

summand    of    such that            . By 

Lemma 4.3,                      

   , since M is a SL-direct sum module. Notice 

that         is a direct summand of M. Thus 
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  is a strongly  -extending R-module. The 

converse, follows directly by Corollary 3.19.       

   

Proposition 4.5. Let         be a distrib-

utive SL-direct sum R-module. Then   ,    are 

strongly  -extending if and only if   is strongly 

 -extending. 

Proof. Assume   ,    are strongly  -extending 

R-modules. Let    , then         

                     ,since M is 

a distributive R-module. By same argument of 

Proposition 4.4,   is strongly  -extending module. 

The converse, follows from Corollary 3.19.         

 

Proposition 4.6. Let         be a SL-

direct sum R-module,                . If 

   and    are strongly  -extending, then   is 

strongly  -extending.  

Proof. Let X be a nonzero submodule of M. 

Since                , then by the same 

way of the proof of [1, Prop. 1.2.4]      , 

where      and     . Since    , then 

we have three cases: Case 1, if       and     , 

then     is a submodule of   , but    is 

strongly  -extending, then there exists a direct 

summand D of     such that    . It is clear that 

D is a direct summand of M. Case 2, if       

and     , then by a similar way, we get a direct 

summand C of     ( also in M ) such that    . 

Case 3, if  A and B are both nonzero submodules, 

so there exists direct summands   ,    of    and 

   respectively, such that       and     . Since 

M is SL-direct sum, then by Lemma 4.3,     

                and       is a direct 

summand of M. From above cases, we get the 

result.      

    

Proposition 4.7.  The following statements are 

equivalent for a PID R. 

           is strongly  -extending, for all index 

set I ; 

     Every projective R-module is strongly  -

extending.   

Proof.          Assume that P is a projective  

R-module. Choose a free R-module F and an 

epimorphism      . Since F is free, so by  

[9, Lemma 4.4.1]          for some index set 

I. Consider the short exact sequence       
 
       

 
     where i is the inclusion map. 

Since P is projective, so the sequence is splits. 

Thus             . Since       is free 

strongly  -extending over a PID R, so by Remarks 

3.26 (iv),       is strongly   -extending, but P 

is a direct summand of       , therefore P is 

strongly  -extending. 

          Obvious.      
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 مقاسات التوسع القوي من النمط غولدي

 ثائر يونس غاوي

 انعساق - / جامعة انقادسٍة كهٍة انحسبٍة / قسم انسٌاضٍات

 Thaar_math83@yahoo.com:  انبسٌد الانكحسووً

 

 المستخلص 

عهى انحهقة  Mمه انمقاس الاٌمه  Nانمقاس انجزئً                

R  و     ٌدعى جىهسي قىي فً حانة كىن كم عىصس

بحٍث ان     عىصس   فاوه ٌىجد      مع       

. فً هرا انبحث قدمىا مقاسات انحىسع      و       

انحً هً حانة خاصة مه مقاسات انحىسع    -انىمظانقىي مه 

عهى  M. انمقاس شىاخصهاوجحققىا مه خىاصها و   -مه انىمظ

اذا كان نكم   -ٌسمى مقاس جىسع قىي مه انىمظ Rانحهقة 

 Mمه  Dمباشس  مسكبة جمعىجد ج, Mمه  Xمقاس جزئً 

و  Xمقاس جزئً جىهسي قىي فً كم مه     بحٍث ان 

Dنمجمىع انمباشس انحً ججعم اط انضسوزٌة و. بعض انشس

صفة مغهقة جم انحصىل هى    -نمقاسات انحىسع انقىي مه انىمظ

          را انىىع مه انمقاسات قد اعطٍث. عهٍها. امثهة جىضح ه
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